Prediction andevaluation of future perf otmunce of buildingsare essential aspects of an efficient design p a . Thispaper discuses dynamic simulation as a prediction and evaluation tool for architectural design. It is pposed that since buildings are living entities, whole life cycles of buildings shUM be dynamically simulated in a highly visualized virtual environment to evaluate thejhrepe$otmunce ofprospective &gm. The media of architectural design @aper-based media: drawingsandphysicdxale moakls; anddigirar media) are compared in t m o f their capacity to support dynamic simuhtions. Some promising application areas are mentioned and some proposals are presented for the future use of dynamic simulations in virtuul environments.
Introduction
Although buildings have static structures, everythmg else related to architecture is dynamic. Environmental factors like sun, wind, and humiditychangewithtime. Peoplemovethrough thebuildingsandthey interact with them in numerous ways. Use patterns are likely to change in time and in some probabdities several events like fires, earthquakes, or floods may happen.
Evaluation of architectural designs against the criteria such as environmental factors, human factors, economy, etc. is an essenoal pan of an effiaent design process. Since architectural systems are rather complex to comprehendand to make prediaionsabout future performance, ameans of precllcting the performance of buildings is needed. Dynamic simulation is buikdmg a model, that incorporates time, and using this model to test or experiment with designs. To conduct a dynamic simulation for architectural design, a medium is needed to "virtually" build and live in a buildmgbefore the actual construaion.Avirtual environment orworld in h s sense is 1 . The contents of some medium; 2. Aspace that exists in the mind of its creator, often manifested in some medium; 3. A description of a collection of objects in a space, and the rules and relationships governing those objects [ 11. Although the idea of simulation is not new for architectural design, * Bilkent Universiry, Faculv of An, Design and Architewe, Deparunent of Interior Architecture and Environmental Design, 06533, Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey. 'Correspondmg author simulation media (should) change accordmg to the developments in technology. In this paper, first we explain why simulation is a suitable methodology for architectural design. Then, we discuss modeling media in terms of dynamic simulation and finally we present some proposals for the future use of dynarmc simulation in virtual environments (vE> as an evaluation tool for architectural design.
Simulation as a Methodology for Architectural Design
Computer simulation is a branch of applied mathematics that is widely used by many disaplines. It is used in different senses to study a variety of systems that maybe dassiedas continuous vs. discrete, deterministic vs. stochastic or dynamic vs. steady state. Simulation is used withii many areas, so it is considered to be a methodology [2] . We dam that simulation is a methodology that well suits the needs of evaluation of architectural designs. Architectural design should be considered as an interface between people and buildings to respond to the needs of people. Unfortunately, it is observed that this fundamental role of design as an interface has been forgotten for some of the cases. It is not only because of the ignorance of the architects, but also of the complexity of the factors that are essenual to design but difficult to incorporate the design process. These factors are becoming more and more complex in Mathematicalmodelingofmostofthearchitecturalsystems does not lend themselves to practical analyucal or numeric solutions.
Modeling Media in Architectural Design
In architectural design, modehg is a pmess, either mental or externalized, of translating conceptual ideas into visual forms. Although at its mot the idea of modeling has been the same throughout the history, it has taken on many forms of expression. These expressions are mainly the result of technological advances in producing imagely. In this section, we compare paper-based design media (drawings and physical models) with digital design media in terms of their capaaty to support dynamic simulations.
Paper-based drawings and physical scale models are old and widely used types of modeling media in architectud design. However, they are ineffiaent to support simulations for architectural design. Drawings and physical scale models are rather abstract representations that are not related to the context of use. Therefore, they are not proper for testing and refinement of designs. Jones, quoted in Mitchell's book, daims that by paper-based media, designers focus on visual articulation and tend to ignore other things that they f;ul to represent [3].
Computer graphics and CAAD revolutionized modeling m e b in architectural design, since a digital model of a design is capableofrepresenting a design much better than paper-based media. The main aerence between digital media and paper-based media is in the concept of simulation. Digital [6] .
How can architects benefit from this technology? Although there is no limit for the application areas of dynamic simulations in virtual environments for architectud design, at the current state of simulation technology two areas seem espeaally promising for near future: evaluation of user-building interaction and visualization of environmental factors.
Evaluation of user-buildmg interaction in wfual environments can be achieved through the use of virtual humans. Virtual humans are computer-generated, graphically displayed entities that represent real humans. Several majorindustriessuch as aerospace, automotive, and shipbuilding industries have already embraced them. V i i humans have been used for cockpit design, aira;lft crew cabin layout and instrumentation evaluation, automobile seat and passenger comfort studies, and space station construction planning. They are used to test the fit, reach, and motions of people in vehides and environments. They also permit assessment of movement patterns of individuals and groups of people
The interest in and the development of virtual humans have increased in the last decade [8]. This can be due to two major factors. First, the advances in computer pphics technology have provided the performance and speed necessary to efficiently duplicate and visualize human motion. Second, design professionals are becoming increasingly aware that the human factor is a critical design element that must be accounted for in every phase of the product life cycle [7] .
Badlerclaims that in future digital copies ofspeafic individuals (not only their shapes but their mannerisms and behaviors) will be available. V i i humans will not just look like realistic people; they will have their personalities, reactions, and emotions [9] . Such models can be utilized in architectural design to evaluate dynamic and experiential user needs. By combining the wtual model of hisher design with virtual humans, an architect can understand the possible results of interaction between the proposed building and its prospective users. At a very simple level, accessibility and safety considerations can be analyzed according to the Merent user types (female, male, elderly, children, disabled, etc.) Autonomousvirtual humanscan be used i n-g events b e evacuation, panic, or wayfinding in buildings. At the most advanced level, using speaally designed software architects can be immersed in their designs "becoming the actual user. For example, an architect designmg a house for an elder person with glaucoma (an eye hbility for elderly) will really benefit from seeing the virtual model of the building "through the eyes" of the client.
The other possible application area of dynamic simulation in virtual environments is the visualization of environmental factors. Computers can currently relatively easily simulate environmental performance of buildings like thermal behavior, structural behavior, acoustics, and lighting. Nevenheless, experiencing design behavior is yet only possible with VR Conventional simulation tools leave architects with a large amount of data in a difficult to understand format. On the other hand, VR interfaces can display data in a way much closer to their nature than by means of other symbols such as words and numbers. Design behavior can be represented as colors, sounds, motion-models and so on and these can be directly mapped on the virtual model. Interaction in a three-dimen- 
Problems and Proposals
Although the benefits of CAAD tools and techniques are well known in architecture, dynamic simulations in virtual environments are not much used for architectural applications. This is probably due to the relative recentness of the subject. However, increased complexity in architectural design processes and dents' ever-growing demands toward results force architects to explore and adapt new technologies. Design criteria should be taken into account, preferably in the early stage of design and not during analysis later in the process. Otherwise, there is always a danger that designs w d be more and more based on intuition and aesthetic considerations rather than a realistic understanding of future performance of propased buildings.
We suggest that in order to meet these demands a virtual model of a proposed building, that dynamically simulates all the phases of a buikdmg life span from the brief to the demolition, should be produced in an early stageofdesigndevelopment. Such avirmalmodelcanbeusedforseveral rypesofapplicacions from design tomarketingand facilities management.
Object-oriented technology can be utilized in the implementation of virmal buildmg models. The basic idea of object-oriented programrmng is to combine the data describing the object and the operations related to it. Object-oriented programming well suits to the needs of architects, because anhtects always have to deal &th objects (components of buildings, environmental factors, users, etc.) and the relations between the objects (which also can be defined as objects). Object-oriented programming enables defirution of objects in hierarchies with inheritance capablty. This is a reasonable way to produce a virtual building modelasasystemcapableofprovidmgintelligentanddynamicresponse. In fact, object-oriented programming dates back to first simulation programnung languages like Smalltalk and S i u l a in 1960sand it has been increasingly used since early 1990s by CAAD software vendors. However, functionality of current objectaiented CAAD software is very limited compared to that of virtual prototypes used in engineering design.
V i prototypescanbedehedasdymuc, interame, often immersive threedimensional CAD models utilizing VR technology and developed to analyze product designs. Such computer-based models are usually referredas tobe"inteUigent"because theyrespond tothesituationsbeyond mere display. They capture product content, generate and simulate manufacturing processes, and predict product behavior. When once built, a virtual prototype can be used to support dwerse activities such as cost estimation, marketing, and mated-requirements planning throughout theproduct'slifecycle.Although theideaofusingVRinindusuyisnot a new one, VR technology has only recently matured enough to enable engineering design applications. Several companies and government agencies are currently investigating the application of VR techniques to their design and manufacturing processes. Virtual prototypes of product designs are replacing the real ones [lo] .
As the cost of VR systems drops, other applications that once seemed cost-prohibitive are becoming a possibility, for example, simulators that allow service providers to experience the impact of their work on their customers. By studying the results of potential customers' interaction with a virtual prototype designers can understand the advantages and disadvantages of a proposed design. Another advantage of virtual prototypes is explaining concepts and ideas to non-technical persons. Designers usually have difficulty in this process. Three-dimensionahty and interactivity of virtual prototypes help designers in explaining design ideas to the others Ill],
The benefits of virmal prototypes in engineering design have already been proved and we can leam much from them for the implementation of virtual building models that will also act as unique prototypes for propased buildings.
Comparison of DynamicaUy Simulated Virtual Models with Conventional CAAD
In this section, we compare conventionaldrafung based 0 and VR. Ofcourse,bothofthemcoversalotofdi@emtsystemsandwiththerapid pace of development in software industry, the terms tend to blur easily. However, our &tinction between the two types of models depends mainly on the latter's capabllity of providing dynamic and intelligent response. Then, the possible advantages of a threedimensional, interactive, dynamically simulated virtual model for architectural design compared to conventional CAAD are discussed below.
Simulation of building performance for the whole life span of a proposed building saves the dent and architect time and money and enhances the quality of design. Buildings are expensive entities to build and maintain and the defiaenaes in a building design may cost much throughthewholebuildinglife. Evenasmallincreasein theoperatingand maintenance costs of buildings per square meter will be totaled much through the years. Many of these deficiencies can be eliminated by dynamic time simulations in virtual environments.
In architectural design, most of the important decisions (orientation, circulation, functional layout, etc.) are made at the early stages of design. Nevertheless, most of the CAAD software does not support these stages of design development. CAAD software is traditionally used for producing construction documents after the preliminary design is complete. The digital model produced at this stage is rarely used after the construction of the buildmg. On the other hand, functiodty ofdynamically simulated virtual models has already been proved in the early phases of engmeering design [ll] .
One may daim that such applications for architecture will cost much, but the rapid decreases in the costs of computer products suggest that they can be feasible even for the smallest offices. Screen-based VRcan be used for most of the applications instead of the immersive type and PCs that are widely used in architectural offices may suffice for most of the applications.
Moreover, in conventional drafring-based CAAD, modeling, analysis and visualitation processes follow a linear sequence. Analyses are applied afterthemodelingiscompleteandvisualizationoccursat thelateststages of design only for presentation purposes. However, a virtual model can be more lexible compared to physical models and other CAAD models.
Simulation, evaluation, and moddication will be able to take place within seconds through a highly interactive user interface with real time feedback functionahty. Therefore, modeling, analysis and visualization will occur concurrently. The benefits of this propenyare clear: the shortening of the design cycle and quality improvements due to gained dormation (Figure 1 ).
Proposals
Although their uses are very promising, production and utiluation of dynamic simulations in VEs for architectural design require funher study tion of evaluation tools with design tools has ohen been very &cult becauseofthedifferenceoftheintemalinformationrepresentations.VE3
will not be an exception to these problems. Since a great deal of data is needed to perform simulations, VES should allow gathering data from different nodes. In order to read data from different systems, the VR system and the other digital tools of the architect have to be compatible. 
Compatibility and Standards
Compatibility and standardization have always been problems for the users of CAAD sohare. Architects usually have to use two or more software packages to produce a high-level output such as a complete animation. Designs are produced with a twodmensional drafung software, and then an animation or rendering software is used to complete the task. Lack of compatibility between different computer aided design software renders the use ofthem togetherimpossible. Moreover, integraSince VR technology is relatively new, it can be easier to solve these problems at thsstage of development. Development of standards for the VEs on the web is an important step toward compatibility and standardi- 
intq4ace Design
The computer is a tool that can provide several h d s of seMces, but to benefit from these services users must communicate with the computer system. Therefore, interface design is an important factor for obtaining maximum benefit from the CAAD software. We discuss that although CAAD systems relieve architects of repetitive drafung rash, some of the conventional CAAD interfaces are &cult to use and waste time and energy. For example, we may compare the mental effort needed to draw a line with a pen on a paper and the mental effort needed to draw a similar linewithsuchaCAADsystem.TheCAADsystemrequiresmuchattention to activate the "line" command and to speafj several parameters. Attentionshiftsfromthedesigntask tointerartiontaskthatconsumes timeand energy. We suggest that a design system should be quick and intuitive, capturing the flow of the concepts as quickly and naturally as possible.
Advantages of VR interfaces were mentioned before in this paper. In general, it can be said that a virtual model is more adaptive to design processes of architects than any digital model. We believe that VR interfaces can eliminate mast of the problems in conventional CAAD interfaces. Nevertheless, to obtain maximum benefits from dynamic simulations in VEs for arhtectural design, speafic needs of dus task should also be addressed. For example, what should be the properties of an ideal interface to obtain simulation data from different nodes and to integrate them into the geometric model? Or, how the visualization of simulation results should interface to arhtects? Since simulation data and resulting visualizations should be shared by the different pamapants of building process, how a common ground can be provided for different applications? Answers to these and sinular questions lie in the interface design researdl and these considerations deserve more attention for further work.
The Need for Collection andllistribution of Information
Any type of computer simulation necessitates information to be gathered. When this information is complex and/or divergent, as in our case, this process can be timeconsuming and expensive. Moreover, this data needs to be continuously updated. Interdisciphmy work is needed for mast of the instances and we cannot expect that single architectural offices, no matter how large they are, will be willful or capable of conductingthese processes. Wesuggest that the information required for the production of dynamic simulations should be drawn from Environmental Design Research O R ) . EDR has been producing a huge amount of data already that is waiting to be used. Researchers of environmental design often complain that their works do not have impact on the architectud community. However, dus is not only due to the ignorance of the architects, but it is also due to the inconvenient format of the outputs of EDR for architects. In fact, some architects still do not know what EDR means and they do not have time to learn much in the rapid market conditions. Simulation in virtual environments can effectively utilize research data and present the results in a way familiar to the architects. Architects, as designers worlang in threedmensions, will really benefit from the three-dimensional and interactive visualization in VEs.
We also suggest that government agenaes, research institutions and professional organizations should support and fund research and development on dus topic. Potential applications of dynamic simulations in VEs are so rapidly evolving that perhaps in near future buildings will be checked against regdlations in dynamically simulated VEs.
Simulation in VES wdl also help to increase the methodological knowledgeinarchitectural design. Simulation enlarges the insight in the overall system and effects of a certain alteration on one or more variables can be obselved easily. Therefore, verification of some design theories can be possible in VEs.
Simulation models and programs can be distributed over the Internet easily. In this way, even the arhtects having the simplest computer configurations can conduct simulations by connecting to the high performance computers preserving simulation model in a distant place. This not only saves the time, but it also lets the architect manipulate the simulation model to suit hisher speafic problems or needs. The simulation data can be marketed over the network, for example, in the form of virmal human profiles derived from behavioral research. In order to preserve the copyrights, several measures can be taken such as presentation of low-resolution data at the trial stages.
Validation of Simulation Models and Representations for Visualization
Vahdation of simulation model is a common step for every type of computer simulation. This process is requd to ensure that the mathematical model successfully represents the reality. Discussing dynamic simulationsinVEs forarchitecturaldesign, amore philosophical question lies in the "True Model" concept. Visual experience and perception comes intothesceneforduscaseandcertaindifficulti~inmodelingtime,colors and textures in relation to the scale factor of physical dimensions should be adressed. Since, it is yet impossible to simulate the real visual experience, it is offeered to "catch a likeness" that reveals a key aspect of a prospecnve design, rather than trylng to simulate the whole visual experience [14] .
For the effective use ofvisualuation in architectural design some points should be considered. First of all, visualmuon techniques and representations should be well adapted to the needs of architects. Viualuation research originated from the scientific community's efforts to cope with the huge amount of scientific data. Therefore, specific representations have already produced in scientificvisualization for the technically skilled audience. Since archttects are not scientists, ease of use is a key factor for the efficient architectural visualizations. Visualization designed for architects should enable them to get the information they need on their speafic problems, make sense of it, and reach decisions easily in a relatively shon time. Interfaces should allow easy manipulation of data and representations should not lead to misinterpretations.
Thelackofstandardsandways tointegratevisualizationacrossmultiple applications I151 renders these tasks mcult. Last but not least, we suggest that since the media of visualization are relatively new, potential benefits of using them need to be well understood. Architects should not use this medium as a replica of paper, but should explore the new possibilities offered.
